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Many universities provide students with personal computers and the license key for every student is stored on these computers. At the end of each semester or term, the faculty (usually) removes the license key from these student machines (so that students cannot abuse this license) and provides us with a license server which is used by all the
students on the network. The prices will differ from a university to another but usually you will pay a monthly fee of something like 20 to 25 euros per semester. In some universities, there is a group license which is offered for 20 to 25 students and if the number of students is more than these numbers then it is offered to everyone. If it is not, it is
charged individually. Most students have no problems with the licensing policy on computers provided by their university. Some universities (and some software companies) provide a license server that contains the user's license. However, some universities will remove the license from the computer after each semester and provide you with a
new license server. This is not an unusual practice and usually it is applied to all students. On the other hand, it is possible that only the students in the relevant group will be given a license server and this is the only option for non-students. This option is popular as it saves the time and effort of the faculty (who has the task to distribute the
licenses) and students usually don't complain about it. Some universities provide the license of your software to be copied onto a CD/DVD, USB stick or you can simply copy the license. If the software comes with the license already on a CD/DVD, you can use that one whenever and wherever you want. If it comes in the form of a USB stick, you
need to have the corresponding program to read the license from the stick.
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